
from AIS to IOT



What is IoT ?

IoT ( Internet of Things ) is the internetworking 
of physical devices, vehicles, buildings, and other 

items – embedded with electronics, software, 
sensors, actuators, and network connectivity that 

enable these objects to collect and exchange data.



Why is IoT relevant to Marine Aids ?

� Economies of scale allows cheaper and diverse hardware 
availability.

� It gives access to a a new family of telecommunication 
protocols for creating LPWANs ( Low Power Wide Area 
Network ).

� It gives access to management platforms with open API's ( 
Application Programming Interfaces ).



Hardware : Almost every available chip can 
run LPWANs



LPWAN example : The SigFox network

� Uses unlicensed transmission bands ( 915 MHz in US 
and 868 MHz in EU ).

� Ultranarrow-band technology : sends very small 
amounts of data ( 12 bytes ) very slowly ( 300 bauds ).

� Uses BPSK ( binary phase-shift keying ) as 
transmission protocol.



SigFox versus other technologies used in 
marine aids

AIS GSM/GPRS SigFox

Range HIGH LOW HIGH

Device power autonomy LOW MEDIUM HIGH

Cibersecurity LOW (deception & 
disruption)

LOW (interception & 
interference)

HIGH

Available as public 
network

YES YES (limited 
coverage in the sea)

YES (limited country 
coverage)

International roaming YES YES (at high cost) YES (where network 
available)

Message cost Null Medium/High LOW

End-point hardware cost MEDIUM VERY LOW LOW

Base Station cost LOW HIGH MEDIUM



A real case of SigFox use in marine aids: 
wave energy experimentation site



A real case of SigFox use in marine aids: 
wave energy experimentation site



IoT Management Platform example : FiWare



A real case of application: Puerto de la Luz ( 
Canary Islands )



Conclusions

� Historically marine aids has pioneered digitalisation 
but there were few available technologies that suited 
its needs

� IoT means that digitalisation is going mainstream in all 
the sectors ( industry, smart-cities, transport, security, 
etc...) 

� Marine aids specific developments will converge to IoT 
for economical efficiencies and for management 
convenience



Thanks for your attention, for more 
information...


